




This stunning new collection includes 

his inimitable tributes to some of the 

most famous views in London, New York, 

Venice and Amsterdam.

Like the cities he paints, Henderson’s 

artworks represent a meeting place 

between the traditional and the 

contemporary, for while they are classic 

examples of a long established genre, 

their interpretation and execution places 

them firmly in the 21st century. Over 

the years he has formed an intense and 

affectionate artistic relationship with 

many of the world’s most iconic cities, 

and his arresting interpretations breathe 

life into the iconic bridges of Venice and 

the imposing skyscrapers of New York.

Born and brought up in South America, 

Henderson now lives in London, but 

still loves to travel the world capturing 

the character and diversity of modern 

metropolitan life. Exhibiting his work all 

over the world, he enjoys a large following 

of individual and corporate collectors 

and has received an impressive range 

of accolades and awards, including the 

John Solomon Trophy and Artist of the 

Year. He has also been the subject of two 

bestselling art books.

The show-stopping cityscapes of 
Henderson Cisz have established his 
international reputation as one of the finest 
artists of his generation and a virtuoso of 
urban style. 
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Limited Edition Size 295 

Canvas on Board

14” x 14”

£285

VENICE BY NIGHT







Limited Edition Size 295 

Canvas on Board

14” x 14”

£285

AFTER DARK, TIMES SQUARE
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See the world through the 
eyes of this multi award-
winning cityscape artist.

The drama and glamour of the cities 

Henderson paints gives each image 

an added appeal and the range of 

destinations ensures a broad audience. 

His work transcends boundaries of 

age and gender. 

Painting in oil on canvas, Henderson’s 

trademark palette utilises cool, soft 

tones to convey the atmosphere of 

his subject. 

His Original Paintings are highly 

sought after by collectors and his 

works are regularly displayed in 

galleries all over the world.







Limited Edition Size 195 

Canvas on Board

32” x 20”

£650

TIMES SQUARE 
MORNING



Henderson Cisz is quite simply the quintessential 

artist of urban style. Like the cities he paints, his 

artworks represent a meeting place between the 

traditional and the contemporary, for while they are 

classic examples of a long established genre, their 

interpretation and execution places them firmly in 

the 21st century. 





Limited Edition Size 195 

Canvas on Board

32” x 20”

£650

WESTMINSTER 
MORNING





Limited Edition Size 295 

Canvas on Board

14” x 14”

£285

SACRE COEUR, MIDNIGHT







Limited Edition Size 295 

Canvas on Board

14” x 14”

£285

LONDON BY LAMPLIGHT




